
4422  Concordance Study

4422 Lu 21:9 terrified

4422 Lu 24:37 terrified

 

~~~~~~

 4422.  Strong's Dictionary Study

4422. ptoeo {pto-eh'-o}; probably akin to the alternate of 4098
(through the idea of causing to fall) or to 4072 (through that
of causing to fly away); to scare: --frighten.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4422 -- frighten.

4421   Interlinear Index Study

4421  1CO 015 039 All <4561 -sarx -> flesh <4561 -sarx ->  [ is
]  not the same <0846 -autos -> flesh <4561 -sarx -> :  but  [
there is ]  one <0243 -allos ->  [ kind of ]  flesh <4561 -sarx -
> of men <0444 -anthropos -> ,  another <0243 -allos -> flesh
<4561 -sarx -> of beasts <2934 -ktenos -> ,  another <0243 -
allos -> of fishes <2486 -ichthus -> ,   [ and ]  another <0243 -
allos -> of birds <{4421} -ptenon -> .

 

~~~~~~

  ptoeo 4422 -- frighten.

 

~~~~~~

   amazement 4423 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  amazement 4423 # ptoesis {pto'-ay-sis}; from 4422; alarm: --
{amazement}.[ql

  beggar 4434 # ptochos {pto-khos'}; from ptosso {to crouch;
akin to 4422 and the alternate of 4098); a beggar (as cringing),
i.e. pauper (strictly denoting absolute or public mendicancy,
although also used in a qualified or relative sense; whereas
3993 properly means only straitened circumstances in private),
literally (often as noun) or figuratively (distressed): --
{beggar}(-ly), poor.[ql

  frighten 4422 # ptoeo {pto-eh'-o}; probably akin to the
alternate of 4098 (through the idea of causing to fall) or to
4072 (through that of causing to fly away); to scare: --
{frighten}.[ql

  poor 4434 # ptochos {pto-khos'}; from ptosso {to crouch; akin
to 4422 and the alternate of 4098); a beggar (as cringing), i.e.
pauper (strictly denoting absolute or public mendicancy,
although also used in a qualified or relative sense; whereas
3993 properly means only straitened circumstances in private),
literally (often as noun) or figuratively (distressed): --
beggar(-ly), {poor}.[ql

  terrify 4426 # pturo {ptoo'-ro}; from a presumed derivative of
4429 (and thus akin to 4422); to frighten: -- {terrify}.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4422. Cross Reference Study

4422.

 

~~~~~~
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